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Practical Philosophy in Badiou and Whitehead
By Helmut Maassen, Claremont 2007

Badiou has published books on ethics and politics, or metapolitic, as he calls it. Let
us begin with a quick look at the topic of my paper: the term practical philosophy is
used to indicate an endeavor to include the personal and the political sphere of
reality.
A classical concept of the state is found in the Leviathan of Thomas Hobbes.
His concept was developed in a world of turmoil, religious wars and uprising. The
urge to attain peace was overwhelming. Hobbes based his theory of state on certain
ontological and anthropological assumptions, as developed in his early treatises, De
Cive (1642), De Corpore (1655) and De Homine (1658).
The condition of the mere natural state is described by Hobbes as bellum omnium
contra omnes. Chapter XIII is an exposition "Of the Natural Condition of Mankind,
as concerning their Felicity, and Misery" and contains the famous quotation
describing life as a state of war of every man against every man:
the life of man, solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.
War, though , is not in the interest of mankind. Even the strongest can be killed by
the weakest. Therefore Hobbes concludes:
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"the passions that incline men to peace are fear of death, desire of such things as
are necessary to commodious living, and a hope by their industry to obtain them"
(xiii, 14).
Through reason Human beings are capable of perceiving certain laws of nature (ius
naturale), which are independent of each person’s perceptions and which can lead
out of this desperate state of mere nature. According to Hobbes, two basic laws
govern human life:
‘THE right of nature, which writers commonly call jus naturale, is the liberty each
man hath to use his own power as he will himself for the preservation of his own
nature; that is to say, of his own life; and consequently, of doing anything which, in
his own judgement and reason, he shall conceive to be the aptest means thereunto.
From this fundamental law of nature, by which men are commanded to endeavour
peace, is derived this second law: that a man be willing, when others are so too, as
far forth as for peace and defence of himself he shall think it necessary, to lay down
this right to all things; and be contented with so much liberty against other men as
he would allow other men against himself.’2
Through this contract, people try to achieve a peaceful and ‘commodious living’. It
includes shifting power, basically arms, from the individual to the state, the
Leviathan. ‘LEVIATHAN (Heb. NTyvl, livyatan, Ugaritic ltn, presumably
pronounced lotan). In the Bible and talmudic literature the leviathan denotes
various marine animals, some real, others legendary, and others again both real and
legendary. The word leviathan seems to derive from the root lwy, "to coil," which is
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further confirmation of its serpentine form. In the Bible it is used interchangeably
with several other sea monsters—tannin ("dragon"), rahav, and yam ("sea"; of
which the last-named alternates with neharim ("flood") in Hab. 3:8)—all of whom
are represented as supernatural enemies of God. This hostility directly reflects a
myth widely known in pre-biblical sources of a primordial combat between the
creator deity and the forces of the sea, personifying chaos, which the former must
overcome to create and control the universe.’ 3 The name of the Hobbesian state
already indicates, how the laws of the state can be executed successfully: only by
fear. Cosmic powers, not just the humans on earth, are fighting against each other,
and only fear of a supreme authority can guarantee an unstable equilibrium. This
highest power and law maker and executor does not have to be God or justified by
God, because laws are dictates of reason , although in the English version of the
Leviathan, Hobbes maintains that: ‘These dictates of reason men used to call by the
name of laws, but improperly: for they are but conclusions or theorems concerning
what conduceth to the conservation and defence of themselves; whereas law,
properly, is the word of him that by right hath command over others. But yet if we
consider the same theorems as delivered in the word of God that by right
commandeth all things, then are they properly called laws.4 Hobbes wrote the first
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version of the Leviathan in Latin, from which this last sentence is missing. It
supports the interpretation of an already wholly secular concept of the state in
Hobbes.
The contract has to keep the balance of freedom for the sovereign and that of the
individual. In case of doubt, the sovereign can decide, because, otherwise, the
achievement of peace could be impeded. Certain liberties are explained, like
freedom of speech, of religious beliefs etc and guarantied in the Hobbesian
concept. We do not have to dwell on this here. The points I want to make are the
following:
1. The cosmos is understood as a struggle of contrary forces and therefore
human beings only live in an unstable equilibrium.
2. Therefore, human beings have to try their utmost to contain these forces by
giving up power to a supreme authority, which, in return, will guarantee
some form of peace and (restricted) liberty.
On the whole it is fair to say that Hobbes was successful in destroying any
religious (Biblical) justification for single concept of a state, because through a
scrupulous historical interpretation of the Bible, he could prove that there is no
one single Biblical concept.5
Similar concept of a secular (modern) state were developed by other
philosophers, to mention only two: Spinoza in his Tractatus TheologicoPhilosophicus (1670) or John Locke (1688) in his Two Treatises of
Government.
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Later on Kant was the first to combine the natural laws and the idea of a state in
one principle, as shown in his writings on practical philosophy and in his
Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals.6
This he achieves through the categorical imperative. One of the forms of the
categorical imperative: 'Act in such a way that you always treat humanity,
whether in your own person or in the person of any other, never simply as a
means, but always at the same time as an end' ( 4: 429 ) may suffice. The
imperative is a formal principle (often critized, for example by Max Scheler7 )
To call it categorical indicates, that it implies duties, which are not
heteronomosly added onto it but which are implizit. The duties ‘appear’ the
moment a person realizes the imperative. Any feeling or intention would distort
the clear duties of the imperative. This pure thought seems to indicate a form of
Protestant thought, more precisly that of Martin Luther, who, in his work
Concerning Christian Liberty (1520)8, proclaimes the christian person to be
absolutely free (through faith).
In the Groundwork , Kant distinguishes two forms of duties, duties to oneself
and duties to others, which can be either perfect or imperfect. Duties of justice
are the ones which in order to be executed, allow coercion, though one has to
keep in mind that ‘the majority of our moral duties are duties of virtue which are
6
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not appropriate subjects for coercive legal enforcement’9, since freedom is the
ultimate value. From this ultimate value follows the duty of justice. An action is
only right, if , 'on its maxim the freedom of choice of each can coexist with
everyone's freedom in accordance with a universal law' (6: 230 ) Laws of a just
state, therefore, can be enforced insofar as they prevent the limitation of the
freedom of some of its citizens. Only the person who disobeys the rational, and
therefore just law, feels the burden of the law10 ; if one acts rationally the
rational law of ones own mind and the laws of the state are one; there is no
difference whatsoever between the two, these two are identical.
Leaving Kant and focussing on the the current philosophical discussion it is
noteworthy, that e.g. Badiou wants to move away from modern forms of ethics,
which he feels are defined ‘by an immense return to Kant’11, ‘or from an image
of Kant, or, better still, from theorists of ‘natural law’.’12 He assumes, that
‘these’ concepts of Ethics are conceived ‘both as an a priori ability to discern
Evil…, and as the ultimate principle of judgement, in particular political
judgement: good is what intervenes visibly against an Evil that is identifiable a
priori’. ‘Law [ droit] itself is first of all law ‘against’ Evil.’13
Badiou wants to start from a completely different point of view:
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‘ 1. Man is to be identified by his affirmative thought, by the singular truths of
which he is capable, by the Immortal which makes of him the most resilient
[résistant ] and most paradoxical of animals.
2 It is from our positive capability for Good, and thus from our boundrybreaking treatment of possibilities and our refusal of conservatism, including the
conservation of being, that we are to identify Evil – not vice versa.
3. All humanity has its root in the identification in thought [ en pensée ] of
singular situations. There is no ethics in general. There are only – eventually –
ethics of processes by which we treat the possibilities of a situation.’14
What does he mean by this? What does it imply?
As Ethics is only a part of Badiou’s concept of the event - philosophy, only a few
remarks on it may suffice.
Philosophy , in his sense, has to move through its truth processes in four areas:
Art, Love, Politics, and Science. The four areas are emcompassed by the four
dimensional desires of philosophy: the dimensions of revolt, of logic, of
universality and of risk.15 Philosophy, thus described, faces four major obstacles:
the reign of merchandise, the reign of communication, technical specialisation and
the obsession with security.16
According to him, whatever is transmittable or is capable of repetition, is
knowledge and therefore incapable of grasping truth. Badiou cites Heidegger on
poetry to explain his view on truth: ‘The poet always speaks as if the being was
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expressed for the first time.’17 If all truth is new, the problem and task of
philosophy is its appearance and its becoming. In his open lecture of August 2002
he defines truth thus: ‘Truth itself is generic and untotalizable, and the halting point
of its potency is the unnameable.’18 The experience of truth generates something
new, it means a rupture with what has been and for that newness, there must be a
supplement.
Badiou does not hesitate to analyse the event character of what happened to the
Apostle Paul. 19 In it he shows his apostolic subjectivity and the rigour of life and
speech through the event, which Paul experienced, the resurrection of Christ. The
rapture, which took place in Paul changed his life, his name, his speech, gave him
universal language and mission.
In focussing on the rupture and the newness, Badiou wants to avoid a common
critique of ethics, not only of ethics alone, but of philosophy as a whole: that it is
always belated.
‘Philosophy is always behind! Philosophy is always trying to catch up with nonphilosophical novelties! And I would have to say: correct! That was in fact Hegel's
conclusion. Philosophy is the bird of wisdom, and the bird of wisdom is the owl.
But the owl flies off only when the day is over. Philosophy is the discipline which
comes after the day of knowledge, the day of experiences, at the beginning of the
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night.’20 Badiou tries to avoid this belatedness through definig philosophy not as
knowledge, but as action.
‘The philosopher is useful, because he or she has the task of observing the morning
of a truth, and of interpreting this new truth over against old opinions. If « we must
endure our thoughts all night», it is because we must correctly corrupt young
people. When we feel that a truth-event interrupts the continuity of ordinary life,
we have to say to others: "Wake up! The time of new thinking and acting is
here!"‘21
Badiou turns to polemics in order to describe ethical concepts, mainly that of
Levinas and the ethics of ‘Recognition of the Other’. For him Levinas’ attempt of
basing his ethics of the face of the other ultimatly has to end up with the ultimate
other, who is God.
‘The phenomenon of the other (his face) must then attest to a radical alterity which
he nevertheless does not contain by himself. The Other, as he appears to me in the
order of the finite, must be the epiphany of a properly infinite distance to the other,
the traversal of which is the originary ethical experience…Lévinas calls this
principle the ‘Altogether-Other’, and it is quite obviously the ethical name for
God….’22 For Badiou, this attempt fails in putting ethics on its own feet, rather it
destroys any attempt of developing a philosophical ethics altogether , because it
subordinates it to religion. ‘In Lévinas’ enterprise, the ethical dominance of the
Other over the theoretical ontology of the same is entirely bound up with a
20
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religious axiom…In truth, Lévinas has no philosophy – not even philosophy as the
‘servant’ of theology.’23
Looking for another target for his polemics he focuses on the Ethics of
Recognition. He concludes ‘… since every truth is the coming-to-be of that which
is not yet, so differences are then precisely what truths depose of or render
insignificant. No light is shed on any concrete situation by the notion of the
‘recognition of the other’.24
The otherness of the other, according to Badiou, is simply the multiplicity, which is
there. ‘Infinite alterity is quite simply what there is. Any experience at all is the
infinite deployment of infinite differences.’25
What would be ethics like in Badiou’s sense? First, one has to recognize, that there
is no general ethics. This is the case, because there is no abstract subject. The
subject is in the process of becoming as truth is. ‘If there is no ethics ‘in general’,
that is because there is no abstract Subject, who would adopt it as his shield. There
is only a particular kind of animal, convoked by certain circumstances to become a
subject. This is to say that at a given moment, everything he is…is called upon to
enable the passing of truth along its path. This is when the human animal is
convoked [ requis ] to be the immortal that he was not yet.’26 If that is so, with
which criteria should a discourse on ethics take place?
Only if one becomes involved in the event, can one grasp what truth is and
therefore act accordingly. Badiou is aware of the difficulties he faces with
descriptions like this, because, right from the beginning, they exclude any
23
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possibility of criticism from without. No observer, no member of the right or left,
neither a Deleuzian nor a Whiteheadian philosopher, gets a chance to critize the
event of truth and what follows out of it.
Badiou summerizes the truth – event as follows:
‘ I shall call ‘truth’ ( a truth ) the real process of a fidelity to an event: that which
this fidelity produces in the situation. ..
Essentially, a truth is the material course traced, within the situation, by evental
supplementation. It is thus an immanent break. ‘Immanent’ because a truth
proceeds in the situation, and nowhere else.’27 The emendation of truth involves a
break with all previous concepts and form of knowledge. ‘… there is no heaven of
truths. ‘Break’ because what enables the truth-process – the event – meant nothing
according to the prevailing language and established knowledge of the situation.’28
Badiou even gives a formal description of the ethics of a truth:
‘ What I will call, in general, the ‘ethic of a truth’ is the principle that enables the
continuation of a truth-process – or, to be more precise and complex, that which
lends consistency to the presence of some-one in the composition of the subject
induced by the process of this truth.’29 There is not one truth, an absolute truth,
truth which is not affected by time, but only a process which generates truth. Truth
cannot be observed, after which one can decide what to do, or ask others,
philosophers or contemporaries, no, the event itself evokes passion, action, justice
and equality.
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At this point, one can see how ethics and politics in the traditional sense are
transcended by Badiou. Ethics and politics start in the event or the events and
cannot be separated. They are personal and subjective and not impersonal and
objective.
Politics, according to him, is always (in the real sense), or , traditionally
speaking, should always deal with ‘collective emancipation, or the problem of
the reign of liberty in infinite situations’ .30
Political goals have to be immanent in the sense, that no outside authority oders
you to do something or to leave something, and transcendent in the sense, that
they break with that, which is there and give birth to something new. ‘…every
historical event is communist, to the degree that ‘communist’ designates the
trans-temporal subjectivity of emancipation, the egalitarian passion, the Idea of
justice, the will to break with the compromises of the service des biens, the
deposition of egoism, an intolerance of oppression, the wish to impose a
withering away of the state. The absolute pre-eminence of multiple-presentation
over representation.’31
Similarly, justice is nothing objective, that can be grasped outside the event. ‘‘It
is very important to notice that here, "equality" signifies nothing objective. It is
not at all a matter of the equality of status, of earnings, or functions ... . Political
equality is not what we want nor what we project [for the future], it is what we
declare in the heat of the moment, here and now, as what is, and not what
should be”.32
30
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This leads, at the very least, to an ambivalent view of the state. But Badiou
changed from an early form of ‘de-statification’ in his writings. ‘I have been
obliged to change my position as regards the state. The guiding principle can no
longer be, in a unilateral way, "de-statification". It is a matter more of
prescribing the state, often in a logic of reinforcement. The problem is to know
from where politics prescribes the state’. 33

Critical evaluation
Badiou is not alone in seeing the solely ugly face of the Leviathan, while he
ignores the ugly, but necessary face, which, through fear, provides security and
a certain degree of liberty.
Carl Schmitt in his famous, highly decisionistic concept of the modern state
defines authority as follows: ‘Sovereign is he who decides on the exception.’34
Only with this kind of authority, a modern state, according to Schmitt, can
function properly. Beyond this understanding the situation of exception makes
it possible to run a state effectively even in normal circumstances. As a trained
lawyer, he stresses the functional aspects of a state and concludes: “All law is
‘situational law’. The sovereign produces and guarantees the situation in its
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totality. He has the monopoly over this last decision. Therein resides the
essence of the state’s sovereignty…”35
The experience of the 20th Century has dramatically changed the emphasis on
what the role and function of a state should be. The basically ugly face of the
Leviathan has been shown by several political theorists.
Georgio Agamben, e.g. takes up Schmitt’s analysis of sovereignity but
concludes that the exception has become the norm or rule of contemporary
politics. The term homo sacer, taken from Roman law, alludes to the few who
‘can be killed but not sacificed’36. In modern times, “we are all virtually
homines sacri,”37 that is to say, outside the law.
Characteristically most atrocities in modern times have not been committed by
single individuals, but by states, e.g. by facist Italy, Nazi Germany, Stalinist
Soviet Union, Maoist China, Maoist Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, and so on.
The massive critique of states by a lot of modern thinkers is, therefore,
justified. The problem of the connection of law, justice and force has already
been outlined by Pascal. He was aware of the fact that justice needs
power/force to be executed.38 But, as is apparent, the situation in states has
35
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been reversed and abuse of power seems to be overwhelmingly widespread. As
Foucault says, “for millennia, man remained...a living animal with the
additional capacity for a political existence; modern man is an animal whose
politics places his existence as a living being in question" 39 Mahatma Gandhi
said: ‘Western democracy, as it functions today, is diluted Nazism or Fascism.
At best it is merely a cloak to hide the Nazi and the Fascist tendencies of
imperialism.’40 Gandhi was clearly critical of the power structure of modern
states and its abuse.41 The strategy to end this state of being, called Saty_agraha
implies a unison of action and thought, is a search for truth with an open end.
The use of means to an ends is overcome. ‘I believe that ultimately means and
ends are convertible terms.’42
Justice and peace were realized, to a large extent, through Saty_agraha, not as a
means to an end, but through its actual practice. This is again close to what
Badiou says about equality and justice: ‘It is very important to notice that here,
"equality" signifies nothing objective. It is not at all a matter of the equality of
status, of earnings, or functions ... . Political equality is not what we want nor
what we project [for the future], it is what we declare in the heat of the moment,
here and now, as what is, and not what should be’.43 Equality is, as Badiou puts
it , ‘immediately prescriptive’ and yet ‘free of any Programme’.44 This is not
the place to develop the similarities between these two ‘activists’, Gandhi and
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Despite the atrocities of state power in the 20th. Century, there is still the
possibility (and , sadly enough, the reality) of civil war, when the Leviathan can
play a positive role, despite the ugly face it shows at other times. The
Organisation Politique refuses to accept a position of either state or revolution,
it is rather a co-existence. In the December strikes of 1995, the OP even
attributes a possible positive role to the state. ‘The state is what can sometimes
take account of people and their situations in other registers and by other
modalities than those of profit. The state assures from this point of Badiou
further,45 but they are striking, and after all, Gandhi achieved an
empowerment of the masses, which is one of Badiou’s main goals oin his
Organisation Politique . The OP relies in its actions upon an existing
organisation like the French state, and calling it Organisation again shows a
necessity for ‘planning’. But Badiou’s determination not to lose the envent
character of this movement and the aversion to static forms and values makes
him say: ‘God protect us from "socio-political programmes"! The essence of
modern politics is to be non-programmatic. Politics, as we conceive it in the
OP, promises nothing. It is both without party and without programme. It is a
prescriptive form of thought, discerning possibilities entirely inaccessible to
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parliamentarism, and one that works entirely independently for their
realisation’. 46
It is not enough to state the following, as Badiou does, concerning the rules
and the order of a community: ‘As a general rule, every generic procedure is in
reality a process that can perfectly well be deliberative, as long as we
understand that it invents its rule of deliberation at the same time as it invents
itself.’47 At certain levels, at a certain point of time, people might need
‘structure’ to benefit from. view the public space and the general interest. And
capital does not incarnate the general interest’.48
Generally speaking, though, I think one cannot really find a concept of state or
a concept of the organisational structure of a community in Badiou.
If the event constitutes the subject and, through it, certain action and
behaviour, Badiou undoubtedly is not belated, but where is he going?
Structure and a ‘positive’ universal outline of a community may be developed
in a descrition of past events, as Badiou does himself, when referring to the
French Revolution, the October Revolution, etc. In a truly Whiteheadian sense,
this structure and universal outline should be described as the Adventures of
Events.
Although the immediacy of the event is lost, the newness and the break with
the existing may not necessarily happen. Wether or not this happens depends on
the situation an event starts from. Any structure and any value would be taken
as a past event and would therefore only have relative validity: the final test of
truth is the new event itself. Talking about the past does not only need to be
historia (narration) but also what is called Geschichte ( happening) in German.
46
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One could then rephrase this as a history , Event - Adventure s. This would
mean, to some extent, a revision of Badiou’s concept of universals. It claims,
that a ‘universal is essentially 'anobjective'. It can be experienced only through
the production (or reproduction) of a trajectory of thought, and this trajectory
constitutes (or reconstitutes) a subjective disposition’.49 But because of the

reasons mentioned above, it does not follow that ‘the universal is always an
incalculable emergence, rather than a describable structure. By the same token,
I will say that a truth is intransitive to knowledge, and even that it is essentially
unknown’.50
Similarly, Plato has a critical assesment of objective descriptions of values and
supposed security in Menon.51

49

HUIT THÈSES SUR L'UNIVERSEL, Centre d'Étude de la Philosophie Française
Contemporaine - 19 novembre 2004 p.1
50
ibid
51
E.g. Plato, Meno 80 a 80 b trans. by Benjamin Jowett: MENO: O Socrates, I used to be told,
before I knew you, that you were always doubting yourself and making others doubt; and now
you are casting your spells over me, and I am simply getting bewitched and enchanted, and am at
my wits' end. And if I may venture to make a jest upon you, you seem to me both in your
appearance and in your power over others to be very like the flat torpedo fish, who torpifies those
who come near him and touch him, as you have now torpified me, I think. For my soul and my
tongue are really torpid, and I do not know how to answer you; and though I have been delivered
of an infinite variety of speeches about virtue before now, and to many persons--and very good
ones they were, as I thought--at this moment I cannot even say what virtue is.
MEN. !W SõkrateV, Åkouon mån Égwge prìn ka˜ sy+genæsjðai
80a
soi äóti sþ oüdån Állo Ë aütóV te ÂporeîV ka˜ toùV ÁllouV poieîV Âporeîn: ka˜ nÿn, äõV
gæ moi dokeîV, gohteúeiV me ka˜ fðarmátteiV ka˜ ÂtecðnvV katep‡deiV, äõste mestòn
ÂporíaV gegonænai. ka˜ dokeîV moi pantelvV, eÎ deî ti ka˜ skvq»ai, äomoiótatoV eÏnai tó te
eÏdoV ka˜ tÇlla taútÑ t‰ plateíã nárkÑ t‰ jðalatt™ã: ka˜ gàr /aúth tòn Âe˜ plhsiázonta ka˜
äaptómenon narkân poieî, ka˜ sþ dokeîV moi nÿn Êmå toioûtón ti pepoihkænai, [narkân]:
ÂlhjðvV gàr Égwge ka˜
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Since the subject is created in the event, Badiou, unlike Hobbes, does not have to
assume the wolfish nature of human beings. But he has to demonstrate what a
human being can be. As far as evil is concerned, he has developed a concept of it
in his ethics. If you do not stick to your experienced truth ,you allow evil. If you do
not do ‘ all that you can preserve in that which exceeds your perseverance’, you
will allow evil. Therefore, ‘ Persevere in the interruption. Seize in your being that
which has seized and broken you,’52 then you allow evil.53
Badiou’s ethics of truth denies radical evil. It ‘ward off ‘54 the remnant forms of
evil, such as the failure to live up to a fidelity or to identify a total truth. 55
Classical virtues, such as wisdom, courage, temperance and justice56 are reflected
in his description of the truth process and run through all his writings on ethics and
politics.
Describing the task of a new philosophy, Badiou refers to Aristotle: ‘Philosophy
has to expose the possibility of a true life. As Aristotle has said, our goal is to

80b t#n q»ycð#n ka˜ tò stóma narkv, ka˜ oük Écðw äóti Âpokrínwma™ soi. ka™toi myriákiV
ge per˜ Âret²V pampóllouV lógouV eÍrhka ka˜ pròV polloúV, ka˜ pány eÜ, äõV ge ÊmautÖ
Êdókoun: nÿn då oüd) äóti Êstìn tò parápan Écðw eÎpeîn.
52

Ethics: 47.
This of course is quite close to the definition of evil by St. Augustine as privatio boni:
Augustinus, Confessiones III, 7: quibus rerum ignarus pertubabar, et recedens a veritate ire in
eam mihi videbar, quia non noveram malum non esse nisi privationem boni usque ad quod
omnino non est.
53

54
55

Ethics: 67
Ethics: 71

56

E.g. Plato in the Laws: wisdom: swfi{a (sōphia ), temperance: σωφροσύνη (sōphrosynē),
fortitude: Âνδρεία (andreia), justice: δικαιοσύνη (dikaiosynē) Laws, Bk. I, 631
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examine the question : How can we live really, that is, as immortals. And when we
are incorporated within a truth-body, we are in fact as immortals.’57
Is Badiou himself turning into an ‘evental revisionist’? Or is one an ‘evental
revisionist’ oneself, when relating Badiou’s ethics and his notion of a state to the
Adventures of Events, in order to develop them further?
I would like to conclude with an eschatological quotation from Alain Badiou:
‘…when something happens in the day of living truths, we have to start doing again
the hard work of philosophy : new logic of the world, new theory of the truth-body,
new points... Because we have to protect the fragile new idea of what is a truth. To
protect the new truth itself. So, when the night falls, we do not sleep. Because, once
more, "we must endure our thoughts all night". The philosopher is nothing else
than, in the intellectual field, a poor night watch-man.’58

57

Bodies, Languages Truths" was originally delivered at the Victoria College of Arts, University
of Melbourne, on September 9th 2006, 11: compare Aristotle in his Nichomachean Ethics:
“...such a life [a life of excellent activity of intelligence] will be on a higher plane; for it is not in
so far as he is human that he will live like this, but in so far as there is something divine in him,
and to the degree that this is superior to the compound, to that degree will its activity too be
superior to that in accordance with therest of excellence....One should...so far as is possible,
assimilate to the immortals [gods] and do everything with the aim of living in accordance with
what is the highest of the things in us.” (X,7,1177b26-1178a1: Rowe )

58

"Bodies, Languages Truths" was originally delivered at the Victoria College of Arts,
University of Melbourne, on September 9th 2006, p 12.
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